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High Definition Postproduction: Editing and Delivering HD VideoFocal Press, 2006
Avoid costly missteps in postproduction and get it right the first time with this book. Written by an in-the-trenches professional who works with HD every day, High Definition Postproduction is an overview of this exciting opportunity for film and video production and postproduction professionals. High Definition production and editing is here and...
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Visual Perception and Robotic Manipulation: 3D Object Recognition, Tracking and Hand-Eye CoordinationSpringer, 2006
As autonomous robots expand into the service domain, new solutions to the challenge of operating in domestic environments must be developed. Widespread adoption of service robots demands high robustness to environmental change and operational wear, and minimal reliance on application specific knowledge. As such, rich sensing modalities such as...
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Animal Models of Cognitive Impairment (Frontiers in Neuroscience)CRC Press, 2006

	The costs associated with a drug’s clinical trials are so significant that it has become necessary to validate both its safety and efficacy in animal models prior to the continued study of the drug in humans.


	Featuring contributions from distinguished researchers in the field of cognitive therapy research, Animal Models of...
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MCTS 70-431 Exam Cram: Implementing and Maintaining Microsoft SQL Server 2005 ExamQue, 2006
The MCTS 70-431 Exam Cram is a must-have resource in your MCTS 70-431 exam preparation. The Exam Cram focuses on exactly what you need to know to get certified. This includes features like:

	
    Complete coverage of all 70-431 exam objectives
...
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The Official New Features Guide to Sybase ASE 15Wordware Publishing, 2006
This book focuses on the many enhancements in Sybase ASE 15 including system administration enhancements, function-based indexes, computed columns, scrollable cursors, galaxy optimizer, query plan, galaxy partitions, multiple tempdb, MDA tables, andn Plan Viewer. 

We’ve read the newsgroups. We’ve seen the blogs. We know...
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3ds Max 8 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
If 3ds Max 8 can do it, you can do it too ... 
Spark your creativity with the world's most popular animation software and the detailed instruction in this power-packed book from an industry expert. If you're new to 3ds Max, jump right in with a Quick Start program that will have you modeling and rendering a complete image your first day....
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The Focal Easy Guide to Adobe Audition 2.0Focal Press, 2006
"Very helpful are the copious and easy to interpret screenshots...Topics can be found easily."
 - Pro Audio Review, Aug. 2006     

       Software packages are complex. Shouldn't software books make it easier? Simplify your life with the Focal Easy Guide to Adobe ® Audition ® 2.0! This short, full-color book...
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Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2006
The hard disk drive (HDD) is an excellent example of the practical application of precision mechatronics. Hard Disk Drive: Mechatronics and Control describes the control aspects of an HDD, explains difficulties faced by designers, provides solutions, and highlights challenges of future-generation drives. Combining academic interests with...
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Web Development With SAS by ExampleSAS Institute, 2006
SAS Web Technologies provide a comprehensive set of tools for creating and deploying Web applications. This book is an attempt to bring together in one volume a set of examples to illustrate the major issues in Web development, using the tools available from SAS as the building blocks. It is intended both as a general introduction to Web...
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QuickBooks 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Keep your small business finances in tip-top form
    

    Manage your business accounting and financial management tasks — quickly and accurately    

    If you're like most small-business people, accounting is the last thing you want to spend lots of time on. That's where this handy...
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3D Game Programming All in OneCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Are you an aspiring game developer with a great idea, but no practical knowledge for turning that idea into reality? 3D Game Programming All in One is the comprehensive guide you need! This new edition updates the original coverage with the latest version of Torque from GarageGames, and provides the very best tools available to the Indie game...
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Group Cognition: Computer Support for Building Collaborative Knowledge (Acting with Technology)MIT Press, 2006
The promise of globally networked computers to usher in a new age of universal
learning and sharing of human knowledge remains a distant dream; the software and
social practices needed have yet to be conceived, designed, and adopted. To support
online collaboration, our technology and culture have to be reconfigured to meet a...
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